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INEQUALITIES FOR REPRODUCING KERNEL SPACES

BY

JACOB BURBEA

1. Introduction

In this paper we establish a general result giving a sharp relationship
between the reproducing kernel spaces of holomorphic functions in the disk
or the entire complex plane and the reproducing .kernel space determined
by the product of their reproducing kernels. We give several applications
of this general result notably in the generalized Hardy and Fischer spaces
(cf. [1], [2], [4] and [5]). The latter will constitute an improvement and an
extension of a recent result of Saitoh [5] which he obtained by using different
methods. The proof given here uses elementary means and the result ob-
tained may be applied to various other situations such as those described
in our previous paper 1]. The present result can be also extended to cover
the case of several complex variables but we shall not pursue this here
(see, however, Burbea [3]).

2. An Inequality

In this paper Ap, p 1, , stands for the unit disk A when p 1 and
the complex plane C when p . The class of all holomorphic functions
in Ap is denoted by H(A) while do’(z) dx dy is the area Lebesque measure
of C. By P(A) we denote the subclass of H(Ap) consisting of all b H(Ap)
of the form

(2.1) (z) c,,z"; c,,>O,n>O,z a,,
n=0

and where A, is the domain of convergence of the expansion (2.1) of .
Associated with b P(A,) is the space

where
n {f e n(Ao)" Ilfll < }

(2.2) f(z)- E anzn
n=O

(2.3) Ilfll c2’[a,,t.
n=O

(f e H(Ap), z e Ap),
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Of course, H, is a Hilbert space with norm Ilfll6. Also, for g A,,

and

which means that

f() a= anCnn’- (AZ), t(Z))
=0 =0 Cn

k,(z, )

(fe H6, e A)

is the reproducing kernel of H, and that {en}=0 with en(Z) nZ is an
orthonormal basis for H,.
We note that b, q P(Ao) implies b P(Ao). With this observation

we state our basic theorem:

THEOREM 1. Let d, e P(Ao) andf e H,, g e H,. Then fg e H,, and

Ilfgll** < Ilfll, Ilgll,.

Equality holds if and only if either fg 0 or f and g are of the forms

f(z) C,dp(zg), g(z) C20(z); z e A
for some Ao and some nonzero constants C and C2.

Proof. We assume that b, f and Ilfll are as in (2.1)-(2.3). The
corresponding quantities for H, will be given by

b(Z) E dnzn; dn>O,n>O,z Ao,
n=0

Ilgll d2 llbnl2, g(z ) bnZn, Z Ao
n=0 n=0

Under these circumstances

6(Z)I//(Z) E nnzn, nn clcdn-t,
n-0 k=0

f(z)g(z) , Az, A ab._
--’-0 k=O

and

[Ifgll- n;’lmnl2"
n=O

The theorem, therefore, is completely equivalent to the following sharp
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inequality:

(2.4) ,,=o B-’IA,I2

n=0
c-lla,,I2

,,=o
d;’lbnl

with equality if and only if either (i) an 0 or bn 0 for all n > 0, or
(ii) an ClCn and bn C2dn for all n > 0, for some Ao and for
some nonzero constants Cl and C2. In order to prove this inequality we
let r [0, 1] and introduce

B(r) E B;’IAnl2r", C(r)= E c;]anlzr", D(r)= E dy’lbnlzrn.
n=O n=O n=O

Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have

akbn-k(Ianl2
k=0

akbn-k
k=0 (Ckn--- ’1/2 Ckdn-

and so

(2.5) B;’IA.IZ< lalz Ib"-lz
--o C dn-

n O.

This shows that

(2.6) B(r < C(r)D(r )., r [0, 1).

k)
1/2

Letting r 1 0 in (2.6), inequality (2.4) is obtained. In view of (2.5)-(2.6)
and the fact that B(0) C(0)D(0), equality in (2.4) holds if and only if B(r)

C(r)D(r) for each r [0, 1) which is equivalent to having equality in
(2.5) for every n > 0. This is, obviously, equivalent to an existence of hn
C so that

(2.7) akb-k h,Ckd,-k; k O, n, n > O.

Putting k 0 and k n in (2.7) results in

(2.8) hcod aob, hcdo anbo; n > O.

On the other hand summing up (2.7) from k 0 through k n yields

(2.9) A, X,B,, n > 0.

If aobo 0, then by (2.8), h, > 0 for all n > 0. Therefore, by (2.9), An
0 for all n 0 which means a, 0 or b, 0 for all n > 0. This covers

item (i) of the equality statement. We now assume that aobo O. Define

(2.10) C aoCg , C bodg , - Coa(cao) - dob(dbo) -
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where (2.8) with n 1 has been used. Clearly, C, C2 0. From (2.8)-(2.10)
we have

(2 11) bn C2C{. an--dn, n >0,
Cn

n- anbo
aobn + akbn-k + anbo Ckdn-k, n > 1,

k cndo k o

and, therefore,
n-I

(2.12) anbo(cndo + codn) + cndo

_
akbn-k anbo ckdn-k, n > 1.

k=l k=O

We use induction on n to show that

(2.13) an ClCnn, bn C2dnn; n > O.

Clearly, by (2.10), (2.13) is true for n 0 and n 1. Assuming (2.13) is
true for k < n 1, n > 2, we find by (2.12) that

n-1

anbo(cndo + codn) + cndoClC2 Z Ckdn-k anbo Z ckdn-k
k=l k=0

and so, by (2.10),
n-1 n-1

anbo Z ckdn_k Clcnnbo Z Ckdn-k’ n > 2.
k=l k=l

This shows that an ClCnn, and also, by (2.11), bn C2dn and (2.13)
is proved. Finally, must be in Ao because, for example, the value of the
first factor on the right side of (2.4) for the solution in (2.13) is Ic 1%(1 1
and, since the domain of convergence of b is Ao, Ao. This concludes
the proof.

An immediate consequence of this theorem is the following result.

COROLLARY 1.

and

Let dpj p(Ap) and fj. H,j, j 1, m. Then

j--I

IIH lll...m n I111,
j=l j=l

with equality if and only if either 1-1jm-_ fj" 0 or each fj (1 < j < m) is of
the form

fj.(z Cjdj(z (z Ap j 1, m)

for some Ao and some nonzero constants Cj (1 < j < m).
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This general, but simple, result admits many interesting applications by
using a suitable choice of the kj (cf. Burbea [1]). We shall describe several
applications for the generalized Hardy and Fischer spaces.

3. Generalized Hardy Spaces

Here we consider holomorphic functions in the unit disk A1 A. For
any q > 0 we consider q P(A) given by

6q(Z) (1 Z) -q, Z m.
The Hilbert space Hq H6q determined by this function is called the gen-
eralized q-Hardy space, and we note that H is the ordinary Hardy space.
In this case,

aq {f H(A): Ilfllq < }

where

(3.1)
n!

Ilf ll2q n0 lanl2 (f(z) 2 anzn, Z A).
n----0

Here (q)o 1 and (q). q(q + 1) (q + n 1) for n > 1. The
reproducing kernel for Hq is, of course, kq(z, ) q(Z) (1 z) -q.
For q 1 the norm of Hq can be realized as

Ilfll q 1 a If(z)12 (1 IZ[2)q-2d(z), q > 1,

and

If(z)la IdzlIlfll 

where in the last integral, f stands for the nontangential boundary values
of the holomorphic function f(z) in A. For 0 < q < 1, the norm of Hq does
not admit such a simple integral representation, a fact which is not crucial
for we shall only use (3.1) as the norm off Hq, q > O.
Under these circumstances, the following corollary is an immediate con-

sequence of Corollary 1:

COROLLARY 2.

and

Let qj > O and fj Hqj,j 1, m. Then

Hfj’-.Hql+...+qm
j=l

I[H fjllql+’"+qm H Ilfjllqj
j=l j=l
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with equality if and only if either IIjm-_f 0 or each f. (1 < j < m) is of
the form

f.(z) Cj(1 z)-qJ (z A,j 1,..., m)

for some A and some nonzero constants Cy (1 < j < m).

4. Generalized Fischer Spaces

We now consider holomorphic (entire) functions in the plane A C.
For any c,/3 > 0 we consider b,, P(C) given by

b,(z) F(1; a; flz)
where F(1; a; [3z) is a confluent hypergeometric function:

1
)n1fl(1; ct; flZ ) 7--- (flZ

In particular,

(4.1)

and

b,(z) F(1; 1; [3z) ez

b2,,(z) F(1; 2; [3z) ([3z)-(ez 1).

The Hilbert space , H6. determined by b, is called the generalized
(a,/3)-Fischer space. The space 1, is known as the ordinary Fischer space
(cf. Newman and Shapiro [4]). In the present case, {f H(C)" Ilfll,, <
where

IIf Ii,a 0-- lalz, f(z)
o

anzn’

This norm can be realized as

(4.2) " zrF(a)

The reproducing kernel for , is, of course,

k,(z, ) ,a(z) F(1; a; fiZZ).

For a, fl > 0, j 1, m, we write

a (al, m), (1, m)

and consider , P(C) defined by

,(Z)

zC.

a,/ > 0.
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This function determines the Hilbert space

ff,,, {g H(C)" Ilgll, < }
where

2Ilgll,,,a {Cn(7" )} lbnl2
(g(z) bzn, z C)

n=0 n=0

with

Cn(a, #)
kl +m (al) (m)m’

n O,

the sum being over all m-tuples (k, km) of non-negative integers. The
reproducing kernel for ,a is

k,a(z, ) 6,a(z) F,(1; a; flz).
j=l

We note that for 1 (1, 1),

(4.3) , ,,+...+,
and

(4.4) ,(z) l,B+...+flm(Z) e(B+’’’+Bm)z.

Again, under the above circumstances, the following is an immediate
corollary of Corollary 1"

COrOLLArY 3. Let a, fl > 0 and ,, j 1, m. Then

H% belongs to ,, (a, am) (fl, tim), and

m

j= j=

with equality if and only ifH%l 0 or each . (1 j m) is of the form
z) GF,I; a; z0, z c

for some C and some nonzero constants C (1 j n).

An interesting special case of this corollary is obtained by specifying
to be 1 and noting (4.1)-(4.4). This gives"

COROLLARY 4. Let fl > 0 and f l,,,j 1, m. Then

-<’++tm)lz[2 dtr(z)

l- fC< .= I.(z )l
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with equality if and only if either IIjm= lf 0 or each f. (1 < j < m) is of
the form

f.(z) Ceaz, z C,

for some point C and some nonzero constants Cj (1 < j < m).

The last two corollaries constitute an improvement and an extension of
a recent result of Saitoh [5]. More specifically, when in the special case
result of Corollary 4 we put fll tim 1, Saitoh’s result is obtained.
The proof in Saitoh [5] is rather difficult and is based on the theory of
tensor products of reproducing kernel spaces of entire functions. Also, it
appears that the equality statement in [5] contains an error or a misprint,
although the core of the proof is correct. Indeed, according to [5], equality
in the above inequality with_/31 m holds if and only if
IIm_-f(z) is of the form Cemz for some C and some constant C. A
count_er example for t_his statement is as follows: We take rn 2, fl(z)

exz and f2(z) ez for some C and any complex numbers h and
/z with h + /x 2. Then

fl(z)f2(z) e2-z

and

elX121:12, 2 1121:12IIff211,2 e211, Ilflll2, IIAIl, e

However, in general, IIfAIl,2 < IIfll, IIf-II,, just take c 1/2 and/x
3/2.
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